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The Camel Club exists at the fringes of Washington, D.C., has no power, and consists solely of four

eccentric members whom society has forgotten. One man leads this ragtag crew. He has no known

past and has taken the name "Oliver Stone." Day and night, Stone and his friends study wild

conspiracy theories and the machinations of government, hoping to discover some truth that will

hold America's leaders accountable to its citizens. Yet never in Stone's wildest nightmares could he

imagine the conspiracy they are about to uncover, in... THE CAMEL CLUB: After witnessing a

shocking murder, the Club is slammed headfirst into a plot that threatens the very security of the

nation, full of stunning twists, high-stakes intrigue, and global gamesmanship rocketing to the Oval

Office and beyond. It's an event that may well be the catalyst for a long-threatened Armageddon,

and all that stands in the way of this apocalypse are these unexpected heroes.  THE

COLLECTORS: Headquartered in a caretaker's cottage in Mt. Zion Cemetery, Oliver Stone

discovers that someone is selling America to its enemies-one classified secret at a time. When

Annabelle Conroy, the greatest con artist of her generation, struts onto the scene in high-heeled

boots, the Camel Club gets a sexy new edge as the investigation of two chilling murders hurtles

them into a world of espionage that threatens to bring America to its knees. STONE COLD: One by

one, men from Stone's shadowy past are turning up dead. To almost all who know him, Harry Finn

is a doting father and loving husband who uses his skills behind the scenes to keep our nation safe.

But the other face of Harry Finn is that of an unstoppable killer with his sights on Stone. As the

Camel Club and Annabelle fight for their lives, the twists and turns whipsaw, leading to a finale that

is as explosive as it is shattering.
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Praise for THE CAMEL CLUB:"Bestselling writer David Baldacci delivers another political thriller,

this one involving the Secret Service, corrupt government leaders, and terrorism. The Camel Club

consists of four eccentric friends who meet regularly to discuss their theories of conspiracy. Upon

witnessing the murder of a government official, they are thrown into real-life danger and must

partner with Secret Service Agent Alex Ford to root out the criminals before the United States takes

action against an innocent country. Narrator James Naughton's steady, controlled delivery

communicates the gravity of the situation. His portrayal of Camel Club leader "Oliver Stone" is

convincing as a man whose past has made him weary and mistrusting."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢AudioFile

MagazinePraise for STONE COLD "The author brings back Oliver Stone, with his old friends and

older enemies. Baldacci's adept character development coupled with deft narration from Ron

McLarty makes for an enjoyable listening experience. Once again, Baldacci creates unique parallel

stories that evolve and eventually intertwine. The expert McLarty gives clear and recognizable

voices to all the characters....Hidden secrets, political espionage, and personal trust all clash in this

fast-paced story."Ã¢â‚¬â€¢AudioFile Magazine

David Baldacci is a global #1 bestselling author, and one of the world's favorite storytellers. His

books are published in over 45 languages and in more than 80 countries, with over 130 million

worldwide sales. His works have been adapted for both feature film and television. David Baldacci is

also the cofounder, along with his wife, of the Wish You Well Foundation, a nonprofit organization

dedicated to supporting literacy efforts across America. Still a resident of his native Virginia, he

invites you to visit him at DavidBaldacci.com and his foundation at WishYouWellFoundation.org.

Gave this as a birthday gift as they have a hour's drive every morning. They love the series!

An excellent read. Best one of the group!

David Baldacci has many books out and I happen to like these stories about Oliver Stone. He's a

former FBI agent who had a bad experience and dropped out of everything. Now he lives in a tent

short distance from the Mall in Washington DC and belongs to a group of other odd balls called



"The Camel Club". They discuss stuff and are loners themselves but they are employed in odd jobs.

Well wouldn't you know it Stone gets called in to help somebody and the adventure begains for him

and his buddies.

A friend told me about the Camel Club series and he was right! The first book was loaded with

details and since I was listening on CD, I found myself replaying so I wouldn't miss important details

about key characters. You have to get the key characters straight in the first book and these books

build upon each other. It was so worth it. David Baldacci is a very talented author and the plots in

this series are intriguing.

I am a huge Baldacci fan and an equally huge audio fan. The Camel Club series are all great books,

these three have very good readers particularly Ron McLarty. If you want some dependable

enjoyment this set will hit the spot.

If you like Baldacci, you will enjoy this series. Love the audio function cause I can listen on my way

to and from work. I am hooked on audio books!

I have been reading Mr. Baldacci's first book. I was steered to his books by his uncle "Bob". I was

hooked. Each book ranks higher, even though some are not as good as others, but always full of

entertainment.The Camel Club I found to be in the plateau just before excellent. These books are

like the serials that would entertain young and old either in movies or TV.Excellent in every way as

to plots, characters and enviroment.Kuddos to Mr. Baldacci.

These books are a lot of fun, complex plots, contemporary characters and criticism of our

government past, present and future. I listened while driving and each hour on the road felt like 20

minutes. Perfect for audio consumption.
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